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Scientific Method:



Scientific Method: Systematic approach of 
research.

Observation: of a problem. It includes collecting 
quantitative and qualitative data.

Representation: Formation of a law verbally 
(words) or mathematically (symbols and equations).

Interpretation: Generating hypothesis and 
consequent theories.   



Classification of Matter

Properties: (Physical vs. chemical) , (intensive 
temperature vs. extensive mass) and ( macroscopic 
vs. microscopic).





Measurements:

SI : International System of Units.





Q1. 



Temperature:



Q2.



Handling Numbers:

Scientific Notation:

Addition and subtraction: unify the exponent (n) of 
10, add or subtract N(s).

Multiplication: add the exponents of 10, multiply 
N(s).

Division: subtract the exponents of 10, divide 
N(s).





Significant Figures:

Rules:

1. Any digit that is not zero is significant.

2. Zeros between nonzero digits are significant.

3. Zeros to the left of nonzero digits are 
insignificant (with or without decimal points).

4. Zeros to the right of nonzero digits:

a. Number with decimal points= significant.

b. Number without decimal points = 
Questionable! scientific notation is not counted!

5. Exact numbers = infinite numbers of significant 
figures! 





Rounding: 

Addition and Subtraction: the answer cannot have 
more digits to the right of the decimal point than 
either of the original numbers (i.e. equal to the 
one with the smaller number of digits).

Multiplication and Division: the number of 
significant figures in the final product or quotient 
is determined by the original number that has the 
smallest number of significant figures. 

Round the final answer!



Q3.



Accuracy and Precision:





Dimensional Analysis:

“ Factor Label Method “

X Required (Desired) = Given  * Conversion Factor

X Required (Desired) = Given  * 
𝑫𝒆𝒔𝒊𝒓𝒆𝒅

𝑮𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒏

X Required (Desired) = Given * 
𝑫𝒆𝒔𝒊𝒓𝒆𝒅

𝑮𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒏
X Required (Desired) = Desired !

Ex. Convert 10 m to cm ? 1000

Ex. Convert 5 kg/m3 to g/cm3 ? 5 * 10-3





Q4.









Atoms: 

Mass Number (atomic mass or weight) – Atomic Number 
= Neutrons0

Protons = electrons. Except:
Cations+ = positively charged ions.
Anions- = negatively charged ions.
Isotopes.





Groups (families-verticals) and Rows (Periods-
horizontal).



You have to know groups A1-A8:
A1: Alkali metals (M+, loss of an electron) (H,Li,Na,k)
A2: Alkaline earth metals (M++, loss of two electrons) 
as (Be, Mg, ca).
A3: X+++ (B,Al)
A4: X ? (C,si, Se)
A5: X--- (N, P)
A6: X- - (O, S,Se)
A7: Halogens (X-, gain of an electron) (F, Cl, Br ,I)
A8: Nobel gases ( He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, Rn) 

B Groups: Transition Metals (different forms of 
electron loss M*). ( Cu, Fe, Hg)

Metalloids: in-between:
Characteristics: Metals
Electron behavior: Nonmetals.



Types of Bonds: 

Ionic Bonds: metal +nonmetal (or metalloids).

Covalent Bonds: nonmetal +nonmetal (molecules)



Naming of Compounds:

According to compound’s type:

1. Ionic compound.

2. Molecular compound.

3. Acid/base.



1. Ionic Compounds:

X+Y-

X: cation, positively charged.
Y: anion, negatively charged.

Name the cation (metal) then name the anion 
(nonmetal/metalloid) ended by –ide suffix if it’s 
an element or by its name if it’s not a single 
element (ionic group). 

Ex. NaCl, (NH4)2SO4 and Al(Br)3.
Potassium Sulfate, Cupric oxide and Calcium 

Phosphate.





The last table is not to be memorized, just get familiar with anions 
names.







2. Molecular Compounds (covalent bonds):

Xn
-Yz

-

It contains ionic groups and most of acids.

We use prefixes here to indicate number of each

Element in the compound.


Prefix of (n) name of element X , prefix (z) 

name of element Y ended by –ide (as anion).

Ex. N
2
O
4 and SO3







3. Naming Acids:

Usually the first element is Hydrogen.

Name it as a molecular compound:

• If ended with –ide : add (hydro) prefix and replace  
–ide with –ic acid

• If ended with –ate: replace –ate with –ic acid.

• If ended with –ite: replace –its with –ous acid.

Per, -ic (reference) , -ous and hypo.  iodate (IO3)

Ex. HCl, HClO3 and HClO







4. Naming Bases and Hydrates:

Bases: usually ends with hydroxide anion.

Hydrates: contain number of water molecules.

Naming:

Bases  First element name then hydroxide 

“ if the first element is TE name its charge”

Hydrates Name compound then prefix of number   
.           of water molecules followed by hydrate.

Ex. NaOH, Fe(OH)2 and BaCl.2H2O







- Always use moles for proportionality (نسبة وتناسب).

-In the above figure:

m= weight or mass (gram) , N= Atoms number

n= moles number (moles) , NA= Avogadro’s number

M.wt= Molecular/ Atomic weight (gram/ mole)

- check the book for examples! (pages 58- 94).








